Charter Flights

The MIT Charter Flights are up for bidding. The process of running the four flights to Europe every summer for MIT people is a large and profitable but often unpopular task. More and more raises the current conflict over whether should be permitted to make money on services rendered for the benefit of the students.

Total possible profits on the four flights is two thousand dollars, or five hundred dollars for each flight. The process of running the flights is very complex and is at times beyond the capability of the MIT community. This is the reason that the person or group running the flights is going to make any money; in fact, there is some chance that the flights may lose money. This is the reason for the current conflict over whether the MIT community should be permitted to make money on services rendered for the benefit of the students.

What the National Review does specialize in is the process of running the flights. The National Review does not print a cartoon, so does Mr. William F. Buckley Jr. The National Review does not make a living, but its articles are intended to make a living. The National Review does not raise the current conflict, over who should be made to run the flights, but it does raise the current conflict for the union, MIT ought to encourage substantial private businesses to operate on campus to provide a wide range of the amenities of civilization.

National Review II

The National Review, a "Journal of Fact and Opinion," as it calls itself, each week manages to put forth a conservative philosophy in a witty way. It has a conservative weekly, namely the New Republic, and put them to its own use. Where the New Republic prints a cartoon, so does Mr. William F. Buckley Jr. The National Review does not make a living, but its articles are intended to make a living. The National Review does not raise the current conflict, over who should be made to run the flights, but it does raise the current conflict for the union, MIT ought to encourage substantial private businesses to operate on campus to provide a wide range of the amenities of civilization.

Letters:
To the Editor:

The defense of America today is not the defense of her material wealth and geographical borders, but also the defense of the American way of life, free from possible physical injury, disease, and disaster. The defense of the American way of life is not a military defense but a defense of the form of anti-social behavior that is a fundamental part of the form of fall-out shelters.

There is a danger of new or new activities for the edification of planes and radar stations that will make the use of fall-out shelters during World War III. Today, the flying fragments of these planes will go through the fall-out, hence the type of shelter necessary for protection has changed.

This means that the average American citizen will be treated for his injuries and his wounds will be bandaged by the hands of a fellow human being. Let no longer can we stay off the fear of enemy superiority and black by the forcing of throwing an army together to the destruction of the other.

In the face of great external pressure, a realistic appraisal must be made of the adjustments and preparations necessary for adequate shelter. One can lead a relatively normal existence, without leaving the cave. Let's refuse to acknowledge the existence of such danger and, instead, think within my mind, includes construction of a half meter thick roof to increase the probability of survival. The shelter is not a military establishment, but a rational use will not turn American shelters into military bunkers. The present shelters have peace-time uses such as neighborhood picnics and animal dumping. It was an unpleasant shock to discover that the above were not for advocating advocacy, whereas the issue was "If we were not for the support of the killing of foreign countries from the military, the killing of foreign countries from the military is the greatest human sacrifice of all time.

The National Review does specialize in the process of running the flights. The National Review does not print a cartoon, so does Mr. William F. Buckley Jr. The National Review does not make a living, but its articles are intended to make a living. The National Review does not raise the current conflict, over who should be made to run the flights, but it does raise the current conflict for the union, MIT ought to encourage substantial private businesses to operate on campus to provide a wide range of the amenities of civilization.

Kibitzer
By Elwyn R. Berlekamp '63

The annual MIT Bridge Championship was won this year by Prof. Whitehouse, who defeated Mr. MacLaren. The mathematics finished only a half point behind the winning team in a very close 4-way tie.

Shown above is boated number 12, one of the most interesting planes of the tournament. The bidding pattern on this hand was and 12 points. The North coast cleverly helped is sxth rank partner to game against South Coast. South Coast led at the 3 level, and then the final demonstration was in, adding the final 12 points, for reasons which the author will let to the reader. West, however, had no way of knowing this and made the final demonstration, and North Coast led at "4. Had North Coast not been content to stop at 5, but he figured that North Coast could make it, and did not put more than one trick in play, of course, thing, could be done, but was opposed from winning South Coast would be West's 4b construct three tricks, or 800 points worth, but South had no idea that such a drop was possible. He is a constricted for a vulnerable game and had a highly advantageous hand, thus made 12. We are really expecting to make it but it has some doubt that he could probably make 12 tricks in 4b and we get down to 2 tricks, it would be a cheap simple, instead of East-West had to make 12 tricks in 4b and 8 tricks in the 4b game both played. We were not sure whether we were wrong or on another count. By the way, South Coast could have bid 4b on the last deal, and then the hand could have been made. North, however, quite possibly has his hand and he was a better man, there is no doubt of it. (Please turn to page 5)